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In this note we propose an approach for a fast analytic determination of all possible sets of
Bethe roots corresponding to eigenstates of rational GL(N|M) integrable spin chains of given not
too large length, in terms of Baxter Q-functions. We observe that all exceptional solutions, if any,
are automatically correctly accounted.
The key intuition behind the approach is that the equations on the Q-functions are determined
solely by the Young diagram, and not by the choice of the rank of the GL symmetry. Hence we
can choose arbitrary N and M that accommodate the desired representation. Then we consider all
distinguished Q-functions at once, not only those following a certain Kac-Dynkin path.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spectral problem of integrable models is
usually considered to be solved if one reduces it
to the set of Bethe equations [1]. In the simplest
case of the SU(2) XXX spin chain the equations
read (
uk +
~
2
uk − ~2
)L
= −
M∏
j=1
uk − uj + ~
uk − uj − ~ . (1)
The Bethe equations for the GL(N) case were
formulated in [2], the GL(N|M) version was in-
troduced in [3], and further studies were done
in [4, 5] to include arbitrary choices of simple
root systems and representations of spin chain
nodes.
One should however remember that the final
numerical or analytic expressions for the energy
are still not explicitly available, one should still
solve the Bethe equations. After few initial at-
tempts, one quickly realises that a direct brute
force solution can be done in a very limited
number of cases which is not satisfactory. Two
typical scenarios where it is possible to proceed
have been discussed in the literature. First, only
a certain class of solutions may be of interest,
e.g. the antiferromagnetic vacuum and some
excitations around it. Then one avails tools to
analyse these cases, especially in certain limits,
like a thermodynamic limit, see e.g. [6]. Sec-
ond, we could have a goal to generate numerical
solutions. To this end one can deform the equa-
tions to the point where it is reasonably easy to
solve them and then gradually remove the de-
formation. The deformation could be twists,
inhomogeneities, changing length, strength of
interaction etc., see e.g. [7] for a recent suc-
cessful effort in this direction. It is possible to
reach truly spectacular results by numerics if
we do not aim to immediately cover the whole
spectrum but instead analyse different classes
of solutions separately [8]. There is no doubt
that the numerical machinery can be enhanced
further upon need, however, probably, at the
cost of a human effort in designing case-to-case
algorithms.
In this note we propose a different approach
for finding Bethe roots based on an extended
set of functional equations. The method allows
to generate all possible physical solutions for
not too large values of quantum numbers, and
its particular strength is in the possibility to
get explicit analytic answers which is unlikely to
be possible in the above-discussed deformation-
based techniques.
By an analytic answer we mean a Baxter
polynomial
Q ≡
M∏
j=1
(u− uj) = uM +
M−1∑
k=0
c(k)uk (2)
2with coefficients c(k) being explicit algebraic
numbers, i.e. numbers of type q0+ q1θ+ q2θ
2+
. . . qK−1θ
K−1, where qi are rational and θ is a
root of a degree-K polynomial equation with
rational coefficients. θ may be expressible in
radicals in the simplest cases.
Another advantage of the approach is that it
is elementary from the point of view of human
effort needed to use it. More precisely, it needs
only well-developed and well-implemented func-
tions in modern symbolic programming lan-
guages and hence the programming time is min-
imal. Finally, it is not restricted to the SU(2)
case, but it works, without modifications, for
any GL(N|M) rational spin chain.
The main disadvantage of our approach is
that it directly targets finding all solutions at
once and hence, naturally, it cannot produce
results for too large values of the charges. On
the other hand, when the charges are large, it
is often irrelevant to find all solutions explicitly
and hence other ways of treating Bethe equa-
tions should be preferred.
Section II explains how to determine the
number of solutions using representation theory.
We present our solution algortihm in section III
and motivate it in section IV.
II. EXPECTED NUMBER OF
SOLUTIONS
For the sake of simplicity, we will discuss only
homogeneous chains in the fundamental (defin-
ing) representation of the GL group. Possible
generalisations are outlined in section V.
From the point of view of GL(N|M) action,
the Hilbert space of a length-L spin chain is the
L’th tensor power ⊗L. There is also a natural
action of the group SL permuting the nodes of
the chain. The groups GL(N|M) and SL form a
dual pair. Then, following the standard Schur-
Weyl theory, one deduces the decomposition of
⊗L into GL(N|M) irreps:
⊗L =
⊕
λ
dλ Vλ , (3)
where the sum runs over all possible integer par-
✲
✻
a
s
FIG. 1. Example of L = 7 and partition (4, 2, 1)
inscribed inside 2|2 fat hook. dλ =
7!
6·4·2·3 = 35.
titions of L. We denote isomorphism classes of
GL(N|M) irreps by Vλ. The multiplicity dλ of
Vλ occurrence is non-zero if the Young diagram
depicting the partition λ can be inscribed inside
the N|M fat hook, see Fig. 1. If it is non-zero
then dλ is equal to the dimension of the dual SL-
representation, and it can be found by means
of character theory or combinatorics. For in-
stance, one can use the hook formula that reads
dλ =
L!∏
(a,s)∈λ
la,s
, (4)
where the product runs over all boxes of the
Young diagram and la,s is the length of the hook
with the cusp at the box (a, s).
A solution of the Bethe equations (or, more
accurately, solutions of the below-defined Q-
system) corresponds not to the one eigenstate
of the spin chain, but to the whole multiplet
Vλ. For the given partition
λ ≡ (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ . . .) ,
∑
a
λa = L (5)
one should find precisely dλ solutions and this
is our main goal.
The case dλ = 0 is of course not interest-
ing. Absence of the corresponding representa-
tion is of purely ”kinematical” origin stemming
from the impossibility of organising the corre-
sponding antisymmetrisations within the avail-
able flavour structure of the spin chain. On the
other hand, the interesting case of dλ 6= 0 does
not actually depend on N and M as long as kine-
matic restrictions are overcome. We will shortly
3see that the value of Q-functions does not de-
pend on N and M either. Hence all GL(N|M)
chains can be covered at once.
III. MAGIC RECIPE
• Assign a monic polynomial in u to each ver-
tex (a, s) of the Young diagram and denote it
as Qa,s. Its zeros shall be called Bethe roots,
and the polynomial itself shall be called Baxter
Q-function.
• Power counting for a spin chain in the fun-
damental representation: The degree of Qa,s is
equal to the number of boxes of the Young di-
agram that are to the right and above the ver-
tex. It is denoted as Ma,s. Explicitly, Ma,s =
L−∑ab=1 λb −∑st=1 λ′t + a s , where λ′ denotes
the transposed diagram. Note thatMa,s = 0 on
the upper-right boundary of the diagram and
hence Qa,s = 1 is known there.
• Boundary condition for homogeneous spin
chain is Q0,0 = u
L .
• The polynomials should satisfy
Qa+1,sQa,s+1 ∝ Q+a+1,s+1Q−a,s −Q−a+1,s+1Q+a,s .
(6)
s
s
s
s
s
s
+ −
− +
∝ −· · ·
We use ∝ to denote equality up to an over-
all normalisation. We also use the notation
f±(u) ≡ f(u±~/2). The value of ~ can be made
arbitrary by rescaling of u. Popular choices are
~ =
√−1 and ~ = 1.
Solutions of (6) by polynomials with pro-
vided constraints are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with multiplets Vλ that are eigenspaces
of the spin chain. The momentum and (what is
typically considered as) energy are
eip = lim
u→0
Q+1,0
Q−1,0
, E ∝ lim
u→0
∂u log
Q+1,0
Q−1,0
. (7)
We wrote these expressions in a safe way, with
limu→0, to cover cases when Q1,0(±~/2) = 0.
For a reader experienced with functional
Bethe Ansatz we readily note that our new
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FIG. 2. The values of Ma,s in corresponding ver-
tices. Yellow line is a chosen Kac-Dynkin path. Di-
agonal arrows point towards unknown Q-functions
to be found recursively using (6).
message is not the well-known equation (6),
but to demand it for all Q-functions on
the Young diagram at once. We discuss the
benefits of this point of view in the next section.
Now we introduce an algorithm generating
explicit equations to be solved:
Choose a path on the diagram that connects
the corner (0, 0) to a point on the upper-right
boundary of the Young diagram. Typically it is
more efficient to choose a path with the minimal
number of Bethe roots along it. Write a generic
polynomial ansatz for the Q-functions on the
path:
Qa,s = u
Ma,s +
Ma,s−1∑
k=0
c(k)a,s u
k . (8)
Generate recursively the remaining Q-functions
using (6). Note that one will always be gener-
ating Q-functions as Qunknown ∝ Q
+
a Q
−
b
−Q−a Q
+
b
Qc
,
i.e. one will not face the case when a finite-
difference equation should be solved.
The unknown Q-function is a ratio of two
polynomials, but it is required to be a polyno-
mial itself, and thus it can be assigned to the
quotient of the polynomial division. The re-
mainder of this division should vanish. Hence
4we write:
Qunknown ∝ Quotient[ Q+aQ−b −Q−aQ+b , Qc ] ,
(9)
0 = Remainder[ Q+aQ
−
b −Q−aQ+b , Qc ] .
(10)
Equation (9) allows one to promptly generate
all the Q-functions explicitly in terms of c
(k)
a,s,
one need not worry about validity of (10) for
that. Thus we are able to work with all the Q-
functions at once without introducing a zoo of
auxiliary variables.
While generating all the Q-functions, we as-
semble in parallel a set of zero remainder condi-
tions (10) which, in practice, become algebraic
equations on c
(k)
a,s. Solving them is a question
for standard pre-programmed routines in a sym-
bolic programming language, we used Mathe-
matica. Using the obtained equations proves
to be significantly more efficient than using the
Bethe equations like (1). Also, the proposed
procedure automatically properly accounts for
the exceptional solutions which is a known is-
sue with the Bethe equations.
As an example, we list the obtained timings
for analytic solution of the L = 12 SU(2) cases
in Mathematica using a single core of a 3.2 GHz
machine:
M 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Solutions 1 11 54 154 275 297 132
Time (s) 0.01 0.10 0.96 4.65 39 24 18
The treatment of the M = 5, 6 cases have small
subtleties explained in appendix A.
The Mathematica implementation of the al-
gorithm outlined in this section is available in
the ancillary files at arxiv.org. In this file, we
analyse the efficiency of the method in more de-
tail. The reader interested only in practical us-
age can skip the rest of the paper as it is devoted
to explanation of the origins of the method.
IV. BEHIND THE SCENES
A. Analysis of SU(2) case
a. Shortcomings of Bethe equations.
When solving Bethe equations one should filter
the obtained results. To commence, note that
the solutions which differ only by permutation
of Bethe roots correspond to the same physical
state. Hence the only relevant information
is concentrated in the coefficients c(k) of the
Baxter polynomial, and we aim to find c(k)
directly instead of the Bethe roots.
There are also two potential singular scenar-
ios when a more careful treatment is needed.
First, solutions with two or more coinciding
Bethe roots have vanishing wave functions and
should typically be discarded. However, by a
fine tuning of parameters, one can cook up a
physical solution with coinciding Bethe roots
(see e.g. Fig. 7 of [9]), so a physical case of co-
incident Bethe roots is at least conceivable and
one should be a bit alert here to not miss a legit
solution.
Second, there are so-called exceptional states
when Q+ and Q− have common zeros. Bethe
equations suffer from division or multiplication
by zero in this case and are hence ill-defined.
These issues can usually be resolved by intro-
ducing a regularisation, e.g. a twist, which can
eventually be removed. However, this adds ex-
tra complexity to the practical analysis of the
equations.
b. Baxter equation and over-counting. In-
stead of Bethe equations, it is often better to
use the Baxter equation [10]
(u+)LQ−− + (u−)LQ++ ∝ T Q . (11)
One demands that T is a polynomial in u.
The demand can be implemented, in style of
section III, as conditions on the coefficients c(k):
0 = Remainder[ (u++)LQ− + (u−−)LQ+,Q ] .
(12)
Equation (12) is equivalent to (1) in general sit-
uation but not in the above-mentioned singular
cases.
5First, in the case of coinciding Bethe roots,
it is stronger (the numerator should cancel the
double zero of the denominator), so generically
Q-functions with coinciding Bethe roots will not
be allowed as solutions to the Baxter equation.
To our knowledge, this properly resolves the is-
sue of coinciding roots.
Second, the remainder condition (12) does
not suffer from singularities in the case of ex-
ceptional solutions. However, not all excep-
tional solutions of the Baxter equation are phys-
ical. Hence the Baxter equation has, generi-
cally, more solutions than is required by physics.
c. Q-system and right counting. The Bax-
ter equation is a second-order finite-difference
equation, hence it has another solution Q˜ which
is linearly independent from Q [20]. The Wron-
skian determinant of the two solutions is
uL ∝ Q+Q˜− −Q−Q˜+ , (13)
whereas T can be found as T ∝ Q++Q˜−− −
Q−−Q˜++. The solution Q˜ is not guaranteed to
be a polynomial but it should be a polynomial
for all physical cases. This requirement auto-
matically implies that T is a polynomial and
hence it implies (12). However, it is stronger
and it allows to discard wrong exceptional so-
lutions. Solving (13) in polynomials generates
precisely the physical solutions and only them
[11].
Despite structural similarity, (13) is concep-
tually different from (6) as uL appears in two
terms on the r.h.s. of (6) at a = 0, s = 0. In par-
ticular, we cannot use the remainder trick when
solving (13) for Q and Q˜. Supersymmetrisation
is required to work with (6).
B. Supersymmetric Q-systems
a. Q-system. Further developments in the
spirit of Baxter’s functional equation lead to
the discovery of a plethora of QQ- and TQ-
relations [12]. The supersymmetric generalisa-
tion of these ideas was introduced in [4] and
coined to the form particularly relevant for us
in [13].
We now sketch the Ba¨cklund transform logic
to introduce the notion of a Q-system. The
reader is invited to consult [13] for a detailed
discussion.
For a GL(N|M) system, one commences with
a Q-function labelled as Q12...N|12...M. The in-
dices before | are called bosonic indices and
the indices after | are called fermionic indices.
One performs a special procedure (Ba¨cklund
transformation) that allows one to construct
another Q-function, which has one index less,
say Q13...N|12...M. We repeat this procedure, in
total N + M times, until we are left with the
Q-function which does not have indices at all:
Q∅|∅.
We can choose to remove indices in a different
order, but the final result should not depend
on the order chosen. For instance, removing
first the index α and then the index β should
be equivalent to first removing β and then α.
This puts constraints on the possible values of
Q-functions – the QQ-relations.
If indices α and β are of the same type (both
bosonic or both fermionic) then the constraints
are bosonic QQ-relations
QAαβ|JQA|J ∝ Q+Aα|JQ−Aβ|J −Q−Aα|JQ+Aβ|J .
(14)
Equation (13) is one example of (14) with Q =
Qα|∅, Q˜ = Qβ|∅ and u
L = Q∅|∅Qαβ|∅.
If indices α and β are of different type, the
constraints are fermionic QQ-relations
QAα|JQA|Jβ ∝ Q+Aαβ|JQ−A|J −Q−Aαβ|JQ+A|J .
(15)
Equation (6) is an example of (15). Qa,s is
defined as the polynomial QA|J of the small-
est degree among all Q-functions for which the
number of indices in A and J are a and s, re-
spectively. We can always adjust our choice of
index labelling to have
Qa,s = Q12...a|12...s . (16)
The full set of 2N+M Q-functions supplemented
with bosonic and fermionic QQ-relations shall
be called Q-system.
6The Q-system can also be viewed as a quan-
tum spectral curve of the model in the follow-
ing sense: Consider a classical curve defined by
a characteristic equation det[ M(u) − λ ] = 0
whereM is a N×N matrix (for simplicity we do
only the bosonic case, a supersymmetric gener-
alisation of the logic is possible). Quantise it by
identifying λ = e~∂u and getting a finite differ-
ence equation det[ M− e~∂u ]Q = 0. It has N
independent solutions – Q-functions, in our no-
tation it would be Q’s with a single index. The
Q-system is a collection of all possible Wron-
skian determinants built from these solutions.
Hence we see that a Q-system as an algebraic
object is a quite generic set of relations, that can
always be built once we have a rank-N linear
equation, so its emergence should not be par-
ticularly mysterious. Nevertheless, despite its
simplicity, the system is very rich algebraically,
especially the supersymmetric version, see [14].
What really distinguishes the case of rational
integrable spin chains is that we know that all
the Q-functions should be polynomials. Indeed,
Q-functions were shown to be the eigenvalues
of Baxter Q-operators that were explicitly con-
structed for the rational spin chains [15–17] and
who are polynomials in u.
b. Functional Bethe Ansatz and link to con-
ventional Bethe equations. To determine the
Q-system, it suffices to know only N + M + 1
functions, all the rest can be obtained by QQ-
relations. Two of these functions are already
known: Q∅|∅ = Q0,0 = u
L and Q12...N|12...M =
QN,M = 1 set up the boundary data distinguish-
ing a spin chain in the fundamental representa-
tion. An approach of functional Bethe Ansatz
is to derive N −M − 1 Bethe equations on the
remaining N−M−1 unknowns, as we are going
to review now.
We already saw, in the SU(2) example,
how a bosonic QQ-relation (13) yields the
Baxter equation and then the Bethe equa-
tions. This immediately generalises to (14),
and the resulting bosonic Bethe equations read
Q
++
Aα|J
Q
−
Aαβ|J
Q
−
A|J
Q
−−
Aα|J
Q
+
Aαβ|J
Q
+
A|J
= −1 at zeros of QAα|J . Cor-
respondingly, the fermionic Bethe equations fol-
lowing from (15) read
Q
+
A|J
Q
−
Aαβ|J
Q
−
A|J
Q
+
Aαβ|J
= 1 at zeros
of QAα|J .
Now one chooses one particular chain of
Ba¨cklund transformations and write N + M −
1 Bethe equations containing only the Q-
functions of this chain. It is often convenient
(though not compulsory) to constrain the pos-
sible choices and work with chains comprised
solely from the distinguished Q-functions Qa,s
defined by (16). These particular Ba¨cklund
transformations can be suggestively depicted by
a two-dimensional path [13]; on this path, we
move one step down every time a bosonic in-
dex is removed and one step left every time a
fermionic index is removed. It is the same path
as in Fig. (2), with the only difference that the
choice of the beginning point is anchored to the
position (N,M).
The path is naturally bijected to the Kac-
Dynkin diagram (turns of the path are fermionic
nodes) and the Bethe equations for the zeros of
Q-functions on the path are the Bethe equations
defined by the Cartan matrix of the correspond-
ing simple root system, in spirit of [18]. We refer
to [13] for a more detailed discussion.
Working with Bethe equations has above-
discussed shortcomings, hence it is more accu-
rate to work directly with those QQ-relations
that imply the Bethe equations. Even so, using
QQ-relations only along the Kac-Dynkin path
does not always guarantee that all the 2N+M Q-
functions are polynomials. In general position,
the polynomiality can be advocated by tech-
niques known as duality transformations [4, 19–
21], however the logic behind these techniques
has loopholes in the case of exceptional solu-
tions which indeed allow singularities to emerge.
For instance, for the path in Fig. 2, Bethe equa-
tions follow from two fermionic QQ-relations.
These two relations do not guarantee regularity
of the whole Q-system, which can be demon-
strated by explicit counter-examples.
Hence, in general, using Bethe Ansatz logic,
even in its form of QQ-relations will lead to
overcounting. Therefore, once we get a solution
of Bethe equations, we still need to generate all
other Q-functions and check whether they are
7polynomials.
C. Supersymmetric extension trick
Because we need to generate other Q-
functions anyway to check their polynomiality,
let us come back to (14) and (15) and impose
all of these conditions from the very beginning.
It is particularly easy to implement fermionic
QQ-relations because of the quotient/remainder
trick while there is no such advantage for the
bosonic QQ-relations.
The good news is that it is possible to
completely abandon bosonic relations, even for
originally non-supersymmetric spin chains! To
this end we consider the states of our departing
GL(N|M) spin chain as special states inside a
chain with larger GL(N˜|M˜) symmetry. This
allows us to use Q-functions QA|J with A and
J being strings of integers of arbitrarily long
desired length. In particular we can work with
Qa,s on the Young diagram. Now we use the
following lemma proved in appendix B:
Polynomiality lemma. Let Qa,s be poly-
nomials for any (a, s) on the Young diagram
and Qa,s = 1 on its boundary. Then all Q-
functions of the GL(N|M) Q-system are polyno-
mials if (N,M) is a point on the boundary of the
diagram.
The practical outcome is: We need to en-
sure the polynomiality of Qa,s only, and these
distinguished Q-functions are related solely by
fermionic QQ-relations (6). This is the essence
of the recipe of section III.
Example: in the SU(2) case, we consider
the states of this chain as a particular class of
states of the GL(2|L − M) chain and identify
Q ≡ Q1,0 = Q1|∅ and Q˜ ≡ Q2|∅. Note that
Q2,0 = Q12|∅ = 1 6= Q2|∅. We never work
with Q˜ in the proposed formalism, but we
know that it is a polynomial as long as Qa,s
are polynomials. Further details about this
example are given in appendix A.
Let us comment on why restriction to the
Young diagram emerges. The degree of Q-
functions is dictated by representation theory.
The upper boundary of the Young diagram is
the place where the degree Ma,s of Qa,s drops
to zero. If the boundary of the Young dia-
gram does not touch the inner boundary of N|M
hook then this is an atypical representation of
GL(N|M) subject to shortening conditions. The
GL(N|M) Q-system is affected by the shorten-
ings, some of its Q-functions are zero [14]; how-
ever one can identify a GL(N′|M′) subsystem of
non-zero Q-functions where (N′,M′) is on the
boundary of the Young diagram.
D. Completeness and minimality questions
a. Completeness. Any physical state is
represented by a polynomial Q-system. Hence
we are certain that any physical state would
appear among solutions of the proposed set of
equations. But can we still overcount, i.e. are
there any non-physical polynomial solutions?
At this stage we don’t have a complete proof,
with the exception of the SU(2) case [11]. How-
ever it is easy to check the status for every ex-
plicit choice of the integer partition λ. In all
cases where solutions could be generated, the
number of solutions precisely equaled dλ. We
hence have a solid evidence that no overcount-
ing occurs and conjecture that solutions of (6)
are in bijection with irreducible multiplets of
spin chains, with no need of regularising the
cases of exceptional solutions.
There are a number of interesting ways to ap-
proach a full proof of completeness: One can
q-deform the system and then go to the crys-
tal basis limit where one can count using rigged
configurations [22]. Another option is to intro-
duce a twist and to make an analysis like in sec-
tion 3.3 of [14]. Finally, we can work towards
generalisation of the results in [11]. All these
options have several interesting adjacent com-
binatorial aspects. We leave their exploration
for a future work.
b. Minimal set of equations. The reader
might have spotted that the function Q0,3 in
the example of Fig. 2 is always polynomial pro-
vided the other Qa,s are polynomials. Hence
8the requirement of polynomiality of all Qa,s on
the Young diagram is definitely not the mini-
mal possible one. The interesting question is:
What is the minimal requirement that ensures
polynomiality of the Q-system?
We conjecture that one needs to require only
polynomiality of Qa,s with 0 ≤ a, s ≤ Nmin,
where Nmin|Nmin is the smallest possible sym-
metric (with N = M) fat hook that accom-
modates the Young diagram. We found se-
vere constraints that support this hypothesis
and could even prove it in some simple cases;
also we checked it on explicit examples and
found counter-examples showing that choos-
ing a smaller minimal set is, generically, not
enough. However we are not able to present
a clean proof due to conceptually possible very
subtle arrangements of zeros of Q-functions in
exceptional solutions.
Note that chasing minimality is not necessar-
ily beneficial. Adding extra equations may im-
prove computation efficiency even if they are
devoid of new information. In real computa-
tions, we actually tinker with choosing between
the conjectured minimal, or even sub-minimal,
set and the maximal set of equations (6) to opti-
mise performance. Sometimes extreme choices
are the best and sometimes intermediate ones
are. For instance, generation of the M = 6,
L = 12 states of the SU(2) spin chain is op-
timised and correctly works for the choice of
GL(2|4) supersymmetric extension, which is in
the mid-way between the minimal GL(2|2) ex-
tension and the GL(2|6) extension required by
the polynomiality lemma. For this particular
case, we did prove that using only GL(2|2) ex-
tension is theoretically enough, however Math-
ematica simply failed to solve the minimal set
of equations.
V. GENERALISATIONS
The presented approach can be straightfor-
wardly generalised to describe arbitrary inho-
mogeneities and to have spin chain sites in ar-
bitrary representation of the symmetry algebra.
This is achieved by modifications of the polyno-
mial structure imposed on the Q-system. E.g.
inhomogeneities χi are introduced through the
replacement Q0,0 = u
L → ∏Li=1(u − χi). The
most general polynomial ansatz to account for
all options is explicitly known [13]. Appendix C
of [14] provides this ansatz in notations directly
used in the current paper, except for the fact
that a Hodge-dual picture is presented, with
Q∅|∅ = 1. To use the dual picture, one should
define Qa,s = Q12...a|12...s instead of (16). The
bar here means the complementary set.
Furthermore, the approach works also for
spin chains with non-compact symmetries of
SU(N,N′|M) type. This generalisation will be
published separately, as a part of our ongo-
ing project [23] of explicit computation of the
planar AdS/CFT spectrum using the quantum
spectral curve [24].
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we proposed an approach to
solving Bethe equations which has a new shifted
emphasis from the commonly used Lie alge-
bra and Kac-Dynkin diagram perspective to
the QQ-relations themselves naturally accom-
modated by a Young diagram. This approach
turned out to be an efficient practical tool, but
it also provides us with several lessons and sug-
gests new directions of research.
First of all, the emergence of Young diagrams
clearly highlights the combinatorial nature of
the diagonalisation procedure. It is worth to
recall here that the Hamiltonian and other con-
served charges are elements of the group algebra
C[SL]. Apparently, the eigenvalue problem is
more closely related to the permutation group
rather than the GL(N|M) symmetry. Indeed,
we have demonstrated that the final outcome
is insensible to N and M. Further exploration
of these observations should merge this research
with the work of [25].
Then, the fact that the Bethe equations can
be solved explicitly up to lengths L ≃ 12, de-
spite the obtained algebraic numbers being very
complex and bulky expressions, is still quite a
mystery for us. This clearly indicates the need
9of exploring the Galois group structure of the
obtained equations to search for further hidden
symmetries. One can add here a quite plausi-
ble fact: provided the completeness conjecture
is true, the fermionic QQ-relations (6) on the
Young diagram is a way to perceive the spec-
trum of a physical system as points of an alge-
braic variety and hence the methods of algebraic
geometry are welcomed now.
Another lesson is that supersymmetrisation is
an important practical tool, to study even non-
supersymmetric systems. Quite similar tricks
can be applied also to simplify the derivation of
the thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz equations [9]
and to classify unitary representations of non-
compact groups [26]. Each of the QQ-relations
(6) central for our construction is actually a
functional Bethe Ansatz for the GL(1|1) spin
chain. We get a clear hint that the structure
of integrable systems/symmetry algebras can be
understood to a large extent or even completely
by supersymmetrising them and studying the
behaviour of small building blocks that have
GL(1|1) symmetry. In physical terms, we should
seek to reduce the problem to the one of free
fermions in sufficiently large auxiliary space.
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Appendix A: SU(2) example
Our goal is to find all M -magnon solutions
of length L = 12 SU(2) spin chain. There
should be
(
L
M
) − ( L
M−1
)
of them. The corre-
sponding Young diagram is given by the parti-
tion (λ1, λ2) = (L−M,M).
On the boundary of the Young diagram, one
has Q2,s = 1 for 0 ≤ M and Q1,s = 1 for M ≤
s ≤ L−M .
The polynomial Q1,0 is of degree M . It is
nothing but Q defined in (2). Its zeros are the
Bethe roots solving (1). Our goal is to deter-
mine the coefficients c(k).
Polynomials Q1,s for 0 ≤ s ≤ M are recur-
sively found by
Q1|s+1 ∝
Q+2,s+1Q
−
1,s −Q−2,s+1Q+1,s
Q2,s
∝ Q+1,s −Q−1,s .
(A1)
There are no zero remainder conditions gener-
ated here.
The nontrivial remainder requirement comes
from the following recursion: One sets Q0,0 =
uL and then
Q0|s+1 ∝
Q+1,s+1Q
−
0,s −Q−1,s+1Q+0,s
Q1,s
, (A2)
and use the quotient/remainder trick explained
in the main text. Note that the degree of Q1,s is
M − s. Hence Q1,s with higher s will generate
simpler remainder conditions. This is one of
the reasons that make the discussed approach
efficient. The results were summarised at the
end of section III.
This computation has two subtleties. One
is that the brute-force use of Mathematica in
M = 6 case yields 152 solutions. A closer analy-
sis shows that this happens because Mathemat-
ica fails to recognise that some of its generated
solutions are identical. To improve the situa-
tion, we considered a smaller extension GL(2|4)
instead of GL(2|6) and hence used only those
relations (6) that involve Qa,s with s ≤ 4. This
proved to be beneficial, and we recovered the
correct number of 132 solutions.
To solve the M = 5 case, we had to supple-
ment the system of equations with the momen-
tum quantisation condition which reads, on the
level of Q-functions, Q(~/2)L −Q(−~/2)L = 0.
Note that it follows from (6), but adding it ex-
plicitly as an extra equation helps.
Using the momentum quantisation works as
follows: Factorise the polynomial Q(~/2)L −
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Qa¯|∅¯
Q∅¯|j¯
s
s
FIG. 3. Separation of Young diagram into an N×M
rectangle, upper wing and right wing.
Q(−~/2)L over the field of rational numbers,
x6 − y6 = (A3)
(x− y)(x + y)(x2 − xy + y2)(x2 + xy + y2) ,
where x = Q(~/2) and y = Q(−~/2). Then,
pick each of the four factors one by one and,
equating it to zero, use this as an extra con-
straint to add to the system of equations. After
getting solutions for all four cases, polish the
result by removing duplicates (which are those
with Q(~/2) = Q(−~/2) = 0 thus appearing in
each of the factor choices).
Appendix B: Proof of polynomiality lemma
Consider an arbitrary Young diagram and
assume that all distinguished Q-functions are
polynomial. The diagram can be decomposed,
in several ways, into an N ×M rectangle that
touches the boundary of the diagram and two
wings above and to the right of the rectangle,
see Fig. 3.
On the N ×M rectangle, the Q-function in
the upper right corner is Q1...N |1...M ≡ Q∅¯|∅¯ ≡
QN,M = 1. Let us assume that Qa¯|∅¯ and Q∅¯|j¯
are polynomials for all a, j. Then Qa¯|j¯ is a poly-
nomial as well. Indeed, it satisfies
Qa¯|∅¯Q∅¯|j¯ ∝ Q+a¯|j¯ −Q−a¯|j¯ , (B1)
Q∅¯|j¯ Q∅¯|∅¯
Q∅¯(N+1)|∅¯Q∅¯(N+1)|j¯
s s
s s
Q←(N+K)|∅¯Q←(N+K)|j¯Q←(N+K)|jk
s s s
❄
Ψ
❄
ΨK−1
✲
Ψ
❄
FIG. 4. Relations between Q-functions on upper
wing.
an equation which clearly has a polynomial so-
lution. This solution is denoted as Qa¯|j¯ ∝
Ψ−(Qa¯|∅¯Q∅¯|j¯), see [14, 27] for a detailed dis-
cussion of Ψ-operator properties.
In this proof, an overall shift of the spectral
parameter u is of no importance, hence in the
following we will abundantly replace Ψ± with
Ψ in order to avoid bulky expressions.
All other Q-functions on the rectangle are
special determinant combinations of Qa¯|∅¯, Q∅¯|j¯ ,
and Qa¯|j¯ [14, 28]. This means that if Qa¯|∅¯ and
Q∅¯|j¯ are polynomial, all other Q-functions on
the rectangle will be.
As the two wings behave identically, it is suf-
ficient to make the argument on one wing. We
here focus on the upper wing to show that Q∅¯|j¯
are polynomial. Denote the height of the out-
ermost right column in the wing by K. Noting
that Q∅¯|∅¯ ∝ Q∅¯(N+1)|∅¯ ∝ 1, we can generate Q∅¯|j¯
purely in terms of Q∅¯(N+1)|j¯ through (6):
Q∅¯(N+1)|j¯ ∝ Q−∅¯|j¯ −Q
+
∅¯|j¯
⇔ Q∅¯|j¯ ∝ Ψ
(
Q∅¯(N+1)|j¯
)
, (B2)
thus preserving polynomiality. We can continue
in this way until we reach the end of the column:
Q∅¯|j¯ ∝ ΨK
(
Q←(N+K)|j¯
)
, (B3)
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where the notation (← n) ≡ (12...n) is used.
Now, Q←(N+K)|M¯ ∝ 1 as it is on the in-
ner boundary. Together with Q←(N+K)|j¯, j 6=
M , it forms a bosonic QQ-relation (14) with
Q←(N+K)|∅¯ ∝ 1 and Q←(N+K)|jM :
Q←(N+K)|jM ∝ Q−←(N+K)|j¯ −Q+←(N+K)|j¯
⇔ Q∅¯|j¯ ∝ ΨK+1
(
Q←(N+K)|jM
)
. (B4)
For j = M − 1, the argument is a distin-
guished Q-function, and we have thus proven
that Q∅¯|(M−1) is polynomial. For j ≤ M − 2,
we have rewritten Q∅¯|j¯ in terms of a multi-
ple of polynomialty preserving Ψ-operations on
Q←(N+K)|jM . See Fig. 4 for an overview. We
can now consider what is left of the second col-
umn from the right (denote the height by K2)
in exactly the same way as we treated the first.
By exactly the same argument as above, we find
that Q∅¯|(M−2) is polynomial, while the rest are
related by Ψ-operations to Q←(N+K2)|j(M−1)M .
By recursion, we then see that all Q∅¯|j¯ are
related to distinguished Q-functions by mul-
tiple Ψ-operations, so if all distinguished Q-
functions are polynomial, then it follows that all
Q-functions on the N ×M rectangle are poly-
nomial as well.
Finally recall that the N ×M rectangle can
be chosen arbitrarily as long as it touches the
boundary of the Young diagram .
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